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The Un-Common Raven: one smart bird 
by Diane Phelps Budden
Description: This is a fascinating overview of 
ravens that describes where ravens live in North 
America, their physical characteristics, feeding 
habits, family life.  Do ravens really play with 
other ravens?  And just how smart are these 
birds? Features full color, original photography 
on every page; a bibliography; and glossary. 
Finalist in the 2013 New Mexico-Arizona Book 
Award.  “Highly Recommended” –Midwest 
Book Review

ISBN:   978-0-615-73121-6  $11.95  32pp

Wholesalers/distributors:   Baker & Taylor, Amazon, Barnes & Noble

Subject Category: Children’s Middle Grade Non-Fiction, Adult bird lovers

Publisher: Red Rock Mountain Press, www.uncommonraven.com, diane@
uncommonraven.com

Author email: phelps.diane@gmail.com

True Brit: Beatrice, 1940 by Rosemary Zibart
Description: In 1940, Beatrice Sims, a 
spoiled English girl arrives in Santa Fe to 
escape the war in London. At first Beatrice 
hates the little town. But soon Beatrice 
makes friends with Arabella and Esteban, 
and aids Ana, a shy Indian girl. First accused 
of being “faceta” (stuck up), Beatrice learns 
to change tires, ride ponies and helps public 
health nurse Clementine Pope, rescue a sick 
baby on an Indian pueblo.

ISBN: 978-1-932926-18-7  $12.95  212pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker 
& Taylor, Follett Library Resources

Subject Category: History, New Mexico, Santa Fe, World War 2

Publisher: Kinkajou Press, an imprint of Artemesia Publishing,           
www.apbooks.net/beatrice.html,  g.habiger@artemesiapublishing.com

Author email: rzibart@earthlink.net            6

Winter of the Metal People: The untold 
story of America’s first Indian war 
by Dennis Herrick
Description: This historical novel is the only 
book devoted to America’s first Indian war 
-- the Tiguex War of 1540-42. The Coronado 
expedition’s Spaniards and Mexican Indian 
allies fought the war against Pueblo Indians 
along the Rio Grande, between present-day 
Albuquerque and Santa Fe in New Mexico. 
This novel presents the first account of the 
war from the Puebloan point of view. 

ISBN:    978-1-62006-237-1  $16.95  244pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Sunbury Press, 
Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Historical fiction

Publisher:    Sunbury Press,  sunburypress.com,  lknorr@sunburypress.com

Author email:     dennisherrick@gmail.com

Release from Cíbola – Conquistadores, Ei-
senhower and me by Andres C. Salazar
Description:  Reyes Cordova recounts his 
arduous journey from the mystical conquistador 
kingdom of Cíbola in New Mexico, now poor 
and filled with disenchantment, to the world 
of English-speaking America during the age of 
Eisenhower that dealt with bomb shelters, the 
fear and hatred of communism, equal rights 
movements for women and minorities, and the 
launch of Sputnik.

ISBN: 978-0-86534-951-3  $24.95  249pp

Wholesaler/distributors: Ingram, Baker & 
Taylor

Subject Category: Fiction, NM History

Publisher: Sunstone Press, www.sunstonepress.com

Author email: suntek.press@gmail.com               3 
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UNSOLVED by Don Bullis
Description: There are few subjects that 
fascinate people as much as a good mystery. 
New Mexico has always been an enigmatic 
place, filled with rich history. This book 
explores forty-four of NM’s most baffling 
mysteries, which lure the curious and beg 
for investigation even though their solutions 
have eluded experts, many for decades. 
Leave it to Bullis to open my eyes to a whole 
new world of outlaws, crooked politicians,  
and puzzling crimes.— Anne Hillerman

ISBN: 978-1-936744-07-7   $19.95 pb  
220pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Old West history

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505/344-9382/LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

LODGE LORE...Tales From a Mountain Lodge 
by Jill D. Lane
Description: In a little village in the mountains of northern New Mexico, a 
dream was born.  To own and run a moun-
tain lodge, to welcome travelers from near 
and far. And so it began.  The Lane family, 
along with their pets, roll out the welcome 
mat for guests of all types, with adventures 
imagined or not.  These  tales are true but 
the guests’ names have been changed...to 
protect both the Guilty and Innocent!

ISBN: 9780989864602  $14.99  95 pp

Distributor:  Enchantment Lane Publica-
tions

Subject Category: Non-Fiction, New 
Mexico, Travel, American West,  Animals

Publisher: Enchantment Lane Publications  Jill@trvl.org

Author email: Jill@trvl.org

Return to Order: From a Frenzied Economy 
to an Organic Christian Society 
by John Horvat II 
In the ground-breaking book, Return to 
Order, John Horvat II explains the root cause 
of our shaken economic order is a moral 
crisis that manifests itself in the economy. 
Backed by nearly twenty years of research, 
Mr. Horvat offers an inspiring and hopeful 
path to reverse our crisis and offer solutions 
for the future.

ISBN: 978-0-9882148-0-4  $21.95  400 pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker 
& Taylor 

Subject Category: Non-Fiction

Publisher: York Press, www.ReturnToOrder.org, keithdouet@yorkpress.net

Author email: jh1908@aol.com

She’s Gone Santa Fe by Maida Tilchen
Description: An historical novel of 
1925 New Mexico, including Mary Cabot 
Wheelwright, Hosteen Klah, and the love 
affair of Ruth Benedict and Margaret 
Mead. Set in Los Luceros, San Gabriel Dude 
Ranch, the Navajo reservation, Santa Fe, 
and Columbia University’s anthropology 
department. Inspired by the life of one of 
the few anthropologists to be murdered 
during field work. Based on real people 
and places of New Mexico, lesbian, and 
anthropology history.

ISBN: 978-1939113207  $12.99  328pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Historical Fiction, Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender

Publisher: Savvy Press, www.savvypress.com, maida@savvypress.com

Author email: maida@savvypress.com

Oral History of the Yavapai by Mike 
Harrison and John Williams
Description: This book documents historic inter-
views with Yavapai elders Mike Harrison and John 
Williams. They tell the history of Arizona from a 
Native American perspective with humor and star-
tling honesty, detailing their ways of life and the 
years of violent encounters with “white people.” 
Includes maps, photographs, and supplemental 
notes available nowhere else. “I am pleased to join 
the praise of this fine book...”  Dennis DeConcini
ISBN: 978-1-935089-55-1 $34.95hb  978-1-
935089-43-8 $24.95pb  414pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Acacia Publishing (866) 265-4553 www.
acaciapublishing.com

Subject Category: Non-fiction

Publisher: Acacia Publishing, www.AcaciaPublishing.com,                     
editor@acaciapublishing.com

Author email: carolina.butler17@gmail.com            6

Kitten Caboodle by Paige Grant
Description: For families attempting to 
answer their children’s age-old question, 
“Why can’t we let our cat have kittens?” 
Kitten Caboodle eases the task with a 
light-hearted explanation. In the story, a 
little girl’s family rescues a litter of aban-
doned kittens. Through playful dialogue 
and a clever rubber stamp demonstration 
of “kitty math,” Tessa learns how quickly 
cat populations can multiply if our kitties 
aren’t fixed. A positive message about pet 
rescue, adoption, and fostering.

ISBN: 978-1-929115-24-2  $19.95  40 pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Amazon, Ingram, Follett

Subject Category: Children’s Fiction

Publisher: Azro Press, www.azropress.com, azropress@gmail.com

Author email: paigeanna@comcast.nets



Looking for Tula by Catherine Kirkwood
Description: Rocky tells the tale 
of how his best friend Tula was lost 
and finally found due to his intuitive 
thinking. Frightened by fireworks, 
Tula scrambled over the fence and 
disappeared. After searching for 
her everywhere, Rocky had an idea. 
They could cut up Tula’s blanket 
and tie the pieces to bench legs and 
lamp posts so Tula could smell the 
trail home. It worked, and everyone 
was happy.

ISBN: 978-1-929115-23-5  $19.95  40 pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Amazon, Follett, Ingram

Subject Category: Children Picture book

Publisher: Azro Press, www.azropress.com, azropress@gmail.com

Author’s email: 4orbits@cybermesa.com

Route 66 Chronicles, Vol.II–The Good Old 
Days by Gerald M. Knowles
Description: Route 66 comes alive again 
awakening those precious moments in 
time on Central in Albuquerque, within 
canyon depths, and on village corners across 
Arizona. Those unforgettable characters and 
their exploits become reincarnated. Poignant 
scenes from the past emit laughter, joy and 
tears. Those secrets hidden in the recesses 
of those old sites and the psyches of the old 
townies and roadies of the Mother Road are 
recaptured and chronicled.

ISBN: 978- 0- 615- 79738- 0  $13.95  184pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Amazon, 
Barnes & Noble

Subject Category: Non- fiction, Travel

Publisher: Create Space- Amazon

Author email: saingoon76@gmail.com

DANCING ON ONE FOOT— Growing Up in 
Nazi Germany by Shanti Elke Bannwart
Description: This book confronts a major 
issue—World War II observed during the 
author’s childhood in Nazi Germany—and 
explores the psychological imprint of that 
experience and the healing after the author 
settles in the Southwest. The book is a 
tribute to the ability of women and children 
to survive hardships and celebrate life—to 
dance, even if there’s only one foot left to 
stand on.

ISBN: 978-0-86534-856-1 $22.95   276pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker 
& Taylor

Subject Category: Memoir

Publisher: Sunstone Press, www.sunstonepress.com, 800-243-5644

Author email: shanticoach@aol.com, http://Dancingononefoot.com      3

EVIL DEEDS by Joseph Badal
DESCRIPTION: On a day in 1971, Liz and Bob Danforth’s nightmare begins 
with the kidnapping of their 2-year-old son, 
Michael. So begins a decades-long journey that 
takes the Danforth family from the kidnap-
ping and their son’s eventual rescue, to his 
service with the U.S. Army in the Balkans and 
Bob’s service with the CIA. EVIL DEEDS is an 
adrenaline-boosting story about revenge and the 
triumph of good over evil. 

ISBN: 9780615556895

PRICE: $15.99 pb; $2.99 ebook 440pp

WHOLESALERS/DISTRIBUTORS: Ingram, Amazon, Barnes & Noble

SUBJECT CATEGORY: Fiction-Thriller

PUBLISHER: Suspense Publishing, suspensemagazine.com/publishing.html, 
editor@suspensemagazine.com

AUTHOR EMAIL: badalbooks@gmail.com

Asleep at the Wheel of Time 
by Michael Gray
Description: In this SF novel, a NM Book 
Co-op finalist, whales, aliens and humans have 
three months to communicate.  A message has 
been received at the VLA—about a comet with 
a rendezvous date with Earth—sent by aliens 
who are trying to save their cetacean friends.  
Unfortunately it is in a language known only to 
these ocean-dwellers, and humans are deaf to 
the non-artifact-based language used in their 
ancient conversation.

ISBN: 978-0-9838712-5-5  $16.95  329pp

Wholesale/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor 

Subject Category: Science Fiction Novel

Publisher: ABQ Press, www.abqpress.com, editor@abqpress.com

Author e-mail: mgray@nmia.com       6

Historias y Reflexiones de Insomnio 
by Graciela Avila-Robinson
Description: Compilations of various short 
stories in Spanish written through many 
years; some fictitious stories are blended 
with real events. It also includes reflections 
on love according to the author’s point of 
view; these poems are expressions of the 
emotions of frustration, powerlessness and 
desires of a Mexican immigrant with an 
unstable and confusing past. 

ISBN: 978-1-4633-2059-1  $13.99 170pp

Wholesalers/distributors: http://book-
store.palibrio.com/Products

Subject Category: Ficción

Publisher: Palibrio, http://www.palibrio.com/, info@palibrio.com

Author email: gra4abq@yahoo.com       6



The Voyage of the Beetle by Anne H. Weaver
Description: Accompany Charles Darwin 
on his voyage around the world with 
narrator Rosie the Beetle. This charming, 
carefully researched, and beautifully illus-
trated tale introduces children of all ages 
to Darwin and his great idea of natural 
selection. Illustrated by George Lawrence.  
Winner of the 2008 Zia Award and NM 
State Library Book of the Year

ISBN: 978-0826343048  $18.95  80pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker 
& Taylor

Subject Category: Charles Darwin, 
Evolution for Kids

Publisher: University of New Mexico Press  www.unmpress.com  unm-
press@unm.edu 

Author email: oneweaver@msn.com        3

NM Historical Biographies by Don Bullis
Description: An encyclopedia of the people of New Mexico—the 47th 
State in the Union, this is a cross-section 
of people who have had an influence on 
life—and sometimes death—in the Land of 
Enchantment, from the time before the first 
Europeans arrived around 1540 until today. 
There are entries for over 1,500 people in New 
Mexico’s history. Possibly the most important 
book on New Mexico history since Ralph 
Emerson Twitchell — 100 years ago. 

Best Reference, Eric Hoffer Awards, 2013
Winner, 2012 New Mexico Book Awards 

ISBN: 978-1-890689-62-97   $48.95 
pb/$62.95hb  852pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Old West history

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505/344-9382/LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

Children of Time: Evolution and the Human 
Story by Anne H. Weaver
Description: Read about the time “before 
we had words,” and follow along on the 
adventures of our Stone Age ancestors. Real 
child fossils, their families, and the world they 
lived in are brought to life in this beautifully 
illustrated book. Every story is followed by 
short description of the scientific evidence on 
which it is based. Best Science Book and Best 
Juvenile Book of 2013, New Mexico/Arizona 
Book Awards. Illustrated by Matt Celeskey

ISBN: 978-0826344427  $24.95  192pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Juvenile Science, Human Origins 

Publisher: University of New Mexico Press  www.unmpress.com  unm-
press@unm.edu 

Author email: oneweaver@msn.com        3

Sam English, The Life, Work And Times Of An 
Artist by Sam English and Ann Dallman
Description: Sam English (Turtle Mountain 
Chippewa) has told the story of his art and 
American Indian activism in Sam English-The 
Life, Work, and Times of an Artist.  This book 
features over 100 full color prints and other 
works along with descriptive text.  Sam re-
ceived the 2009 Lifetime Achievement Award 
from SWAIA, and Print Solutions Magazine 
recognized the book as its outstanding 
coffee table book of the year.

ISBN: 9780615272610  $40.00  160pp

Subject Category: Native American Art and 
Autobiography

Publisher: Sam English Art  www.samenglishart.com  info@samenglishart.
com  SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

Author email: SamEnglish42@msn.com, anndallman@yahoo.com           6

WONDERMENT: A love affair with adven-
ture, writing, travel, philosophy, and family 
life by Nigel S. Hey
Description: A young Englishman moves to the 
American West and during his international writing 
career explores humanity, science, Indian lore, and 
his own connection with the universe. From his 
New Mexico base he helps raise a family, seeks 
out and relishes adventure, and manages second 
homes in England and Hawaii. Reviewer comment: 
“A tremendous story about a man’s search and 
struggles for love, family, truth, and spirituality.”

ISBN: 9781780882864  $22.99  392pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram

Subject Category: Biography, Autobiography, Memoir

Publisher: Matador  www.troubador.co.uk/book_info.asp?bookid=1860  
matador@troubador.co.uk

Author email: nigel@swcp.com        3

How Hollyhocks Came to New Mexico by 
Rudolfo Anaya
Description: This is a fanciful folk tale that 
helps explain the beautiful flowers that 
can be seen in all parts of New Mexico 
in the summer and fall. Escaping Herod’s 
wrath, Sueño, the angel, by mistake takes 
the Holy Family to New Mexico. Acclaimed 
author and teacher Rudolfo Anaya blends 
history in this tale that shows how different 
cultures can work together peacefully and 
respect the land we all need.

Best Book, NM-AZ Book Awards, 2013

ISBN: 978-1-936744-12-1   $24.95 pb  46pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Children’s Picture Book

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505/344-9382/LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING


